Shortlisted Films
International Short Film Festival

01

LOST MEMORIES

Sean races against the clock to his mother’s deathbed
with dealing with inter-family politics over the phone.

© Eamonn Murphy
IRELAND

02

A GOOD EXAMPLE

The line that separates a good example from bad
example is so thin that we can cross it in any time.

© LEONARDO PÉREZ
IRELAND

03

MASKI / MASKS
© WOJCIECH WALKIEWICZ
POLAND

04

PANIC ATTACK
© EILEEN O’MEARA

The subject of the film are the preparations for
the performance “Masks”. It’s the joint work of
two artists: Piotr Łucian from Poland and Andriy
Yurkevych from Ukraine. This performance was
held on 19 November 2015 in Drohobycz, Ukraine,
to commemorate Black Thursday in 1942 when,
during the liquidation of the ghetto the Nazis killed
230 Jews. Bruno Szulc, a Polish-Jewish writer, was
among the murdered.

“Panic Attack!” is a hand-drawn animation from the
point of view of a woman having a panic attack.
I wanted the transitions between reality and her
imagined fears to be seamless, so there are no edits
- it is one continually transforming drawing.

USA

05

A VERY IRISH FAMILY
© EMMET KELLY
IRELAND

A well-to-do Irish family are faced with the consequences
of putting service before self, during the tumultuous
years of WW1.
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06

BUSH LIZARD
© LAURA REMBRAULT

A woman with her hands and face painted black
and in the darkness of the parking lot ... and … an
active observer.

FRANCE

07

EUSEBIO80

A new worker of the new era, a hero.

© JESUS MARTINEZ, IVAN
MOLINA
SPAIN

08

THE LOLLIPOP MAN
© DANILO ZAMBRANO

Liam Timmons, an idiosyncratic lollipop man, lives
a rigid lifestyle. When he befriends Monica, a freespirit substitute teacher, his life is turned upside
down. The Lollipop Man is a story about loneliness,
friendship and coping with the death of a loved one.

IRELAND

09

UPIR

There is something about nanny…

© LAURA REMBRAULT
FRANCE

10

THE TRAGEDY OF MR CHU
© TERESA BIEGER
SPAIN

Story of a Foreigner. Mr Chu feels lonely. He does
not manage to communicate with his environment.
When he succeeds it’s not well received.

